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Children's rights have bccome.an increasin concern among advocates who

seek to protect children from-hostile or incompetent.persons.' Day Care

workers, teachersk, psychologists and doctors are-required to obtain a

certificate or meet minimal requirements to insure some quality control

over persons who affect children's lives. Nonetheless, the single most

influential force in a child's life--his parents - -is still determined by the

disCretionoftwo people who matat will giving the child a genetic -in-
.

hertiance and an environment. ,This new little person is left-to cope with

his inheritance-and his socio-emotional environment. What are his chances,

fOr survival? Will he have an equal opportunity or till he become the target

for a crisi s intervention progran,-

-Legislation is needed to assure- childret as healthy an existence as

bur technology, resources,"and knowledge of human behavior permit, 1.e.,

.

legislation in the form of licensing for parenthood. Child rearing is
I
a great

. .

I, investment. for faiilies and for society andso demands evaluation 137 a

/ ..

I profession concerned with families. and children.
,

I

I

Who needs licensed,parentfoOd? OverpopulatiptVand child abuse as well
1 .r.-

i as countless emotional, intellectual ,"and physical handicaps in 'children are

I

i

I 'Who shall be responsible for implementing* licensed parenthood? A bureau

i
$

.

. I should .be establishedin the Office of Child Dqvelopment with representatives.
i

evidence of the need for quantity and quality controls on parenting.

.., ;tom such agencies as The National Institutes of Heilth and the National '.
.

.
____ ,...._ _____

Foundat-..on-March of Dimes. Specialists at the blKeau s buld drairup a set of
___\

minimal standards for parenting inthe form cof requirements to be met before
\

.

-

a license is issued. These guidelines should be implemented at the county or city

.level by the clerk,of the court, assisted by a local liceniing agent who is
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trained in gtnetic-and family counseling.

A legislative proposal for licensed parenthood. ight sound something

9 Like this: 1

(A) Mandatory,birth,control shall be practiced by all couples until

a parental license has been obtained. This might be accomplishet
by a long-tecontraceptive such as a three-year capsule that

now in the experimyntal stage of development.

.

(B) PrbLpective parents who desire to have ca child shall apply for a

license,no later than two months prior to the time of the Planned

conception. ,

(

(C) _License applicants shall be screened for the following: . \

1. Genetic make-up
2. Emotional readiness for child-rearing

3. Motivations for parenthood .

%

4. Intellectual capacity
'.

5. Financial security
6. Knowledge of parent-craft skillS
7. Tfie pro4ective mother's nutritional status and physiological

,,fitness for child bearing. .

(

The applic nt's probability of producing children with serious genetic

illo. diefects such as wn's Syndrome,,Tay Sachs disease,. haemophylia, or sickle

',- , .
cell anemia might be 'determined either through a genetic karotyping of the

...
.

parents or through screening family history for genetic defects. Smith (1970)

proposed a system for, detecting abnormal/ genotypes through population screening,

..'

family screening and screening risk groups and then proposed that a genetit
...

,

'

register.be established for various genetic diseasfs. ApplicantS who are

considered high .risk should be either denied a licenSe qr required to hay,

further testing after conception in the form of amniocentesis if the disease
/

is.one-iletectatairTia_chromosomes. The amniotic tap provides/hope for intra-

uterine diagnosis of chromosomal defects and raises the question of what to
4

r 4 .
.

.

'do with the defective fetus. SelectiVe abortion of seriously abnormal fetuses IN,

(

might be advisable in cases where the child, if born, would be sentenced to a

114e otelittle more than a biVogical existence. If we'sive a child biological

0 0 0 0 4
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. .

life, chi we not algo owe him a reasonable chance for psychological survival?
i , ,

t

4

Giving birth ,)o seriously hAndicapped °children diminishes their chances for an

. .

/ /)
a

equal opportunity and places stress on parents and siblings. '

i

h

A second area to be evaluated shall be the applicants' psychological quell-

fications for parenthood. Margaret Miad,in 1966;:suggested:two-step marriage

in which the first steptould be a marr iage relationship with no children

.

involved. The second step pf marriage, chAdbearing, would occur only after

a stable marital(relationshdp had beeh established. She proposedhat the

..f;econd stop. of marriage have its own -licensing and ritual system. Olson (19/2)

hasalso recommended thatcouples should not have children until they have

.
,

established a strong vital marriage. The present proposal suggests that
, 1

.
.

evaluative tests should be conducted for applicat-61level of marital stability,

emotional maturity, personality types, and psychiatric\yrealth. Licenses shall

be gran"Oeto applicants who, dedonstrate traj.ts of generativity as described

by Erikson. It is thought that this stage of emotional development is necessary
1

inorder to be able to loOk toward meeting the needs of the next generation:.

Prospective parents should also be evaluated for their established behavior

'patterns used.in working with young children. This cotad be assessed' through

the use of a situational analyses technique such as.SIMFAM which was proposed

.

WOlson and Straus (1972). The SlMFAM technique is a playroom. interaction game

,e
in which participants' behavior is observed and recorded. Prospective parents

shotild berequired to interact with young children in such a setting as part

of ,the licensing process. Parents "who exhibit behavioral, patterns ihich have

been found to be associated with positive development of children .woulAjibe

granted licenses. Some of the desired parental be vioral patterns halm been,

'reviewed by Becker !1964).

"
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A

tnother,area of concern to those seeking t'o provide an op imal environment

.e-
. .t.' #

for children Whall be'the ap i ants motivatio for parent g. Carter (1968)
A

found that parents of adjusted hildren shoved more child-need'oriented, humani-

tarian, and non-need oriei..ed motivations for parenthood than did parents of, dis-

turbed children.' Major (1967) found that parents of adjusted children had more

altruistic motivations, for pgreniing than did parents of maladjusted children.
4

Therefore, one might surmise that licenses should be issued to-applicants stating

child-oriented or altruistic motives rather than parent-oriented motives such

as those aimed at-saving a marriage or providing vicarious, achievement experiences

for parent;. Of course, many times parents will beble to meet their own needs

at the same time they meet children's needs..

r

In assessing pelsonality and motivations for parenthood, a"ntion shall be

Li_l_ern-to excluding applicants, found to have behavioral patterns associated with

child abuse and neglect. -These patterns have been reviewed by Gil (1971), and

Giovannoni (1971), and Steele and Pollock (1968).

t Lice Sipg specialists shall also be concerned wit the intellectual ability

of prospective parents. While there seems little need to breed a super-intelligent

. race, tilte does appear to be justification for'providing newborn childreniwith

'parents who at least have the mental capacity required for general care(aking and

1 P

'or nurturing the growth and development of children. For this reason, the Licensing

,-, ..._

. 1

Bureau shall be charged with rhe respondibility Of estibliihing the ifiliiiMal-I-4.-

.
level desired for parenting.

V I

Financial security of prospectiv p rents shall also be assessed before

licenses are.granted. Applicants who are not financially atheo support children,

but who meet all other requirements (e.i. I.Q. level, genetic endowment, etc.)

and desire to be parents mitt become recipients of aid to parents of dependent,

.children. It is thought that this apixo ch would help eliminate the possibility

of.low-income families,noebeIng &big to parent.

06m
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A sixth area to be assess d shall e applicants' kpowledge of parent- .

. t

-, 4

. craft skills. This ilsOlardly AO idea: Hawkins (1972)'.and McIntire (1973)

`have(proposed that ail prospective Barents silo+ participate in parent-
.

training classes before the birth of their first child. Prospective parents

. . r . .
I

.
should be required to 'complete a course (or provide evidence of knowledge

equivalency) in topics such as (a) physicalicare and nutritional needs of.

the newborn and older children; (b) social, emotional, and cognitive develop-

inental patterns of children, and

behaviors. Follow-Up courses in

(c1 techniques of responding to children's,

0
parentcraft'shouldi be required

.

at five yeay

intervals so that parents are preparea for each ney.stage as thk child embarks

4

on it. .

A final area of concern shall be the mother's nutritional status and,

physiological/fitness for child bearing. 'Medical research has provided ample

evidence that the health and nut itiopal status of the mother is related to

the physical and mental development of the infant. Various drugs'have been

1

found to have a dettimental effect qn the fetus and proper nutrition ist

important for good fetal development. A critical period for embryotic develop-

ment ics been found to be' the first 'trimester - -a time when many women do not

realize they are pregnant and therefore,,do not guard their drug and nutritional

intake as they might. if they knew they were affecting the development of an

(inborn- child, -It is_thought_that a system of licensed parenthood would ensure

better planning for pregnancy so that health and nutrition of the mother could

be manipulated to enhance the.development of the unborn child.s

Proposing a system of licensed parenthood raises many polital, ethical,'
.

.

.

, -

religious and practical conaiderations. Can a democratic gover ent impose %

-,, -
.

.
,

4

regulation} on what has always been an unquestioned practicei.e., biological

t
o

(I
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reproduction at the sole discretion of two peo e who mate at will, giving a .

child biological lifejwith or without commitment to'his'physical.and psyctologicol
,

. development after birth)? What about Aligious beitfs that prohibit the use of

' contraception? Will a black market,for licenses develop? Is it really necessary

to rear near-perfect children? What is wrong with having retarded and handi-
. ,

cappied children in our society? Won't the cost;of anforLing such a proposal be

prohibitive? These and other questions will need to be resolved before the road

to licensed parenthood is paved. )?

The question of whether a democratic government can impose ..,system of licensed
.1

parenthood should be considered in View of the fact that systems of licensing'

doctors, pilots, and automobile drivers have been imposed by a democracy for the r

purpose of protecting innocent persons from incompetent practicioners. Licensed

. ,

'parenthood would be a program aimed at protecting defenseless children front

inecmpetent or unstable parents. Nonetheless, a realistic view of the c7'rrent

political - atmosphere in which individual rights (of adults) are highly valued

. .

indicates that licensed parenthood is not likely to. betome a realistic probability

in the near future. A compromise that might allow it to become realistic in a

democracy involves requiring prospective parents to apply for aparent's license.

In order to complete the application procedure, applicants could be required to

complete all the evaluative tests suggested in the preceding proposal in much the

same way that marriage license applicants are required to have tests for veneral

diseases. After'completing_the _tests applicants could be required to have a confer-

ence with a licensing coUaSelor who is trained in family and genetic couns-ling.

The counselor's role would be,ope of interpreting test results to applicants' and

13elping guide their understanding of whether or not having a child would be

advisible for them and for the child.

a
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The final decision, according tohis plan, would essentially be left to the

$ n, prospective parents.'`. While this alternate plan for licensing parents will likely

. ,

be more palatable to individual rights Enthusiasts, its most obvious drawback

Will be'the likelihood that many couples who are advised not to Nave children

will nevertheless do so if order to meet their own dependency needs.

Perhaps throat difficult task assigned to personnel responsible for

regulating. licensed parenthood. will be the determination of what is the optimal

psychological-emotioilal environment for child-rearimg: Researchers have long

sought to determine what makes an ideal parent. We need eow to be. working

on the criteria for parenting'for until the minimal ejandards are established,
.#

.
children will continue to be reared by patents who learn through trial-a4 error.

With so much pressure to be ideal parents, we will need to .be careful'

in placing total responsibilityffor the outcome of children's behavior on

the parerts, least we create additional psychOlogical burdens and excessive

guilt feelings-in parents-whosekchildren have problems. Individ al children

are, of course, born with varying biochemical make:-ups and tem ramentsand

some'are easier to deal with than others. This is the concern expressed by

Bergler (1964) in-a book called Parents-Not Guilty:'7

Although many questions remain to be answered before licensed parenthood

becomes a realistic posSibility, the benefits to be,gained from such a plan

seem surely to outweigh the drawbacks. Sacrifiaing some individual freedom,

and committing the government to the expense of pre-birth diagnosis offers social

rewards 4A prodtucing childrenliho-are-more functional for society and it

offers economic 'wings in'terms of saving money'that is now spept on keeping

custodially defective children alive and op crisis intervention programs. The

greatest benefit, however, will be-for the children--an equal opportunity for

well-rounded development, and for living happy, productive, and functional lives.
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